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PRESS RELEASE
AKIPS develops the most scalable and featured network
monitoring software, delivered at a commodity price.
Brisbane, Australia – July 2014 – AKIPS announces the release of its Network Monitor, a highly
scalable network performance monitoring solution.
After three years of extensive software engineering, user beta testing and real world deployments,
AKIPS Network Monitor sets a new benchmark for scalable network performance monitoring software,
scaling at least 100 times larger than all other competitors.
AKIPS Network Monitor is the only cost effective solution that fully addresses the difficulties of large
scale data collection and analysis, IPv6 integration, SNMPv3 authentication and encryption, Netflow,
Syslog and Trap collection.
AKIPS Network Monitor is the only product specifically engineered to scale in a virtual machine
environment, which results in significantly lower deployment, and ongoing maintenance costs. For
99% of customers, no additional hardware is required.
AKIPS has developed its own advanced monolithic architecture that combines the highly critical
functions of polling, storage and real-time analysis into a single process. This design is so efficient, it
completely negates the requirement for complex application threads spread across a large numbers of
CPUs or servers.
AKIPS Network Monitor is capable of collecting and storing in excess of 10 million SNMP objects
every 60 seconds, using only a single CPU core. AKIPS uses a unique dual mode synchronous /
asynchronous polling algorithm that allows large scale data collection, that is gentle on the network,
and is immune to network latency issues. Other vendors require 100s or 1000s of expensive
dedicated servers to achieve the same level of scalability.
AKIPS key technologies include:
• Modern intuitive user interface fully utilising latest browser technologies
• Users navigate through the data instead of complex reporting controls
• Full support for IPv4 / v6, SNMPv1 / v2 / v3, Netflow v5 / v9 / IPFIX
• Installs in 10 minutes on a virtual machine
• Affordable subscription based pricing that will revolutionise the industry
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“Always Keep It Purely Simple”.

For the non-technical audience:
AKIPS Network Monitor Software is now available for IT networking professionals who want instant
reporting on network status parameters, all for a small subscription price.

